Archives Subcommittee First Quarter Report Panel 65-2015
I.
Summary of subcommittee's activities the past quarter
The Archives committee has met four times during the past quarter; two were
business meetings held on 12/14/14 and 1/4/15. The business meetings included
reviewing the Delegates recommendations, planning which recommendations to
focus on and setting dates for working meetings (3a). The other two were working
meetings at the storage facility in North Wales held on 1/17/15 and 2/7/15 with
another working meeting scheduled for 3/14/15. The working meetings were
Chuck G Area Archivist Assistant approximately 3 hours each and involved continuing
to scan, organize and store Archival items (4&5.) The Archives Workbooks were
delivered at the 2/7/15 meeting and committee members were encouraged to
become familiar with these (1).
I.
Significant Developments
The Secretary has completed a list of Districts that do not have an Archives
committee (part one of 8). 29 of 48 districts reported having an Archivist or Archives
committee; some of these are informal or unofficial ie de facto with a current or past
Area representative. Only 8 districts had yet to respond with another 8 districts
requesting a presentation at a monthly meeting in the future. We will continue to
work with districts that would like further assistance (part 2 of 8)
II.
Update of progress on Delegate's recommendations
In addition to the items noted above, we have scheduled a representative from the
sub-committee to be present at every event currently scheduled through March
(15&17) Archives Group binders are being completed to accompany this
representative (18) A van trip to GSO is being scheduled for the summer (6).
All DCM’s are reminded they are all de facto members of this committee (10), that
their minutes are to be sent to the Archivist monthly at archivist@area59aa.org (7)
and that historical information about their district can be collected (13) and
forwarded to the Archives committee on a Group History Form-see attached (14).
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